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Figure 1. The experent was conducted December 4-6, i 992, at the Field Research
Facity (F), off the coast of Nort Caolia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The near-bottom flow in the wave-domiated nearshore environment is not well under-
stood. Prary because of constraits on instrentation, high-qualty nearshore field
measurements of velocity have ben lited for the most par to the region ten or more
centieters above bottom (e.g., Guza and Thornton (1); Hanes and Huntley (2); Hanes
(3)). Near-bottom flow is importt because it controls the entraient of sediment
from the be and the motion of the sedent, in the water colum. It may be the site
of a significant amount of energy dissipation over beaches. The nearshore near-bottom
flow is complicate by the presence of an erodble sand boundar and by the vanety of
fluid motions that occur in the water colum. The unesolved scientic issues include:
(1) the inuence of heavy concentrations of moving sedent on a fluid flow; (2) the
interction of the near-bottom flow with wave-formed sand ripples; (3) the characteris-
tics of an unsteady boundar layer forced by fluid motions with a broad range of fre-
quencies; and, (4) the effect of tubulence generated by wave breakg.
Observational data of near-bottom flow were collected by the deployment of a
bottom-mounted trpod contag a profilig laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV) , a
benthc acoustic stress sensor (BASS), a pressure sensor and a video camera. The
smal samplig volume of the LDV (Imm) permttd unobstrcte measurements
closer to the bottom than has previously been possible. The data presented in th
report are measurements of the near-bottom flow at a site seaward of the sur zone
over a sand beach off the coast of Nort Carolia. (See Figue 1.) The LDV profied
horizonta velocity (cm/s) at 6 elevations from the sea-be to 16 centieters above
bottom. A pressur sensor simultaneously recorded pressure at 1.26 meters above bot-
tom. The accompanyig BASS recorded horizonta and vertcal velocity (cm/s) at
approxitely,20 centieters above bottom.
The pri scientific objectives of ths experient were to determe: (1) the near-
bottom vertcal strctue of the low-frequency (tidal and sub-tidal) along-shore flow,
(2) the nea-bottm vertcal strctue of the mean wave-dven cross-shore flow, (3) the
signatue of the wave boundar layer, and (4) the characteristics of the near-bottom
velocity spect at high frequencies.
i
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Figure 2. Instrmentation of the trpod. Heights are relative to the deck. Upon de-
ployment, the divers oriented the trpod placing the white leg pointig toward magnetic
nort. (Dawn to scale.)
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2. INSTRUMENTATION
A 278 centieter trpod (Figure 2) was constrcted to withstad surzone conditions.
It was mounte on thee 2"x 4" boards with color-coded markigs for orientation. The
trpod was also rigged with connections for jettg pipes into the sea-be to secure the
trpod. A chanel suroundig the perieter of the trpod served as a platform for the
battery and the electronics for the LDV, BASS and pressure sensor.
The trpod was equipped with a downward lookig lasr Doppler velocimeter (LDV)
samplig at 25 Hz. (See Figue 2.) The LDV is a fiber-optic backscatter sensor and
was constrcted at Quest Inc.* For a detaed descrption of the LDV and its use in the
neashore environment, see Agrwal and Beltig (4) and Agrawal and Aubrey (5),
respectively. The sensor, which used a 100mW galum-alumum arsenide laser, was
mounte on a mechancal profig mechansm which moved the sensor distaces
defied by an operator upon deployment The measured height above deck for the
LDV sensor, whie in its home position, is the distace from the bottom of a water-
fied snout, which was placed on the LDV to stabile the signal in heavy sedent
concentrations.
To provide wave data the ilY was accompaned by a pressure sensor samplig at
25Hz. Ths Synsym pressure trsducer (ST20 15G2) was mounted on the chanel as
shown in Figue 2.
- ,
The benthc acoustic stress sensor (BASS) was used to measure horizonta and vertcal
velocity components at 10 Hz. It was developed at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution by A.I. Wilams, 3rd (Wilam, etal. (6)). See Appendi B-1 for moredetas. .
A video camra was added to provide contiuous visual imges, which provided inor-
mation about the elevation of the bottom, the presence of kelp and other obstrctions,
,and the presence or absence of bottom ripples.
.. Y ogesh C. Agrwal was asiad with Quest, Inc. and ha subseuenty beome an assoi-
ate of NortWest Resh Assoia.
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3. FIELD DEPLOYMENT
The trpod was deployed off the coast of Cape Hatteras, Nort Carolina, on December
3, 1992, at the Field Research Facilty (FRF) of the U.S. Ary Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station (WES), Coasta Engineering Research Center (CERC). Logistical
support was excellent and the area was well sureyed and documented (Howd, et.al
(7)). The trpod was cared aboard the amphibious vehicle, RN LARC, to the
deplayment site which was 609.6 meters off-shore and 56.4 meters nort of the pier
(Figue 3). The 5.9 meter depth of the water column below NGVD (National Geodetic '
Vercal Datum) was determned by the profie run by the U.S. Army Coips of
Engineers on December, 2, 1992 (see Figu 4). The electrnic cables were brought to
the pier, where the microprocessor used to monitor the data collection was housed.
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Figure 3. Deployment of the trpo was 56.4 meters nort of the pier and 60.6 meters from the
onshor ba.
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The LDV was mounted on a profilig mechansm which moved the LDV to specific
samplig heights. To determe the location of the bottom, a procedure referred to as
a "bottom-find" was conducted. First, the LDV was brought to the "home position".
It was then stepped downward unti a strong reflectace was observed, which was
assumed to be the bottom. The number of steps from the home position to the deter-
mied bottom is caled the T -value. Ths procedure was repeated thoughout the
experent and the results are listed in Table 1. The distaces (cm) were converted
from the correspondig steps using the conversion factor of 2.992 centieters per 1000
steps. The LDV was stepped to the bottm, and then it was moved off the bottom and
sapled as follows:
eid Az z
(steps) (cm) (cm)
1 & 7 n 0.5 0.5
2& 8 n 0.5 1
3& 9 2n 1 2
4& 10 4n 2 4
5 & 11 8n 4 8
6 & 12 16n 8 16
where Az is the distace the profiler moves in steps (n = 167 steps) or cm; and z is the
height of the saple volume at each elevation id (eid). The software monitored the
position of the LDV sensor, relative to the "home position". The sensor was brought
to the bottom-most samplig elevation; then, a signal, was issued by an operator to
commence samplig. Afer each 90 second observation, the profiler stepped to the
next elevation, cyclig though (0.5 -;: 16cm above bottom) twce. Ths provided
twelve 99 second "snapshots". The LDV components (in counts) were stored with the
pressure signal (in counts) and a tie stap as twelve 90-second, 25 Hz binar
records. The formt is describe in bin2mat.c (See Appendi B.) The BASS was con-
curently measurg velocity components at 10 Hz. The BASS clock was not set, but
relative tie values were stored with each 90-seond ASCn velocity record.
Each set of twelve 90-seond records is identied as d2_0NN, where NN is a number
between 16 and 83. The data prior to d2_016 is not presented in ths report as they
were used for testig and pareter defition. Table 1 sumes the data collection
with observed envionmenta conditions and field notes.
A collection of the wid and wave diectional spectra were provided by the U.S. Ary
Corps of Engieers and can be found in Appendi A.
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Series ID Sta Time T-Value Notes
da:hrrn steps-em
04:12:15 Divers lowered trpod - 4" (IDem)
to bring LDV samplig volume closer
to the bottm which brought
the height of the LDV snout (in home position)
to 8" (20.3 em) abve bottom. Bottom of BASS cage was
meare at 1.5" (3.8em) above bottm.
The video camera position was adjusted slightly.
Bottm Fmdleset #1
d2 016 04:14:41 70020.9
d2-017 04:15:05 70020.9
d2-018 04:15:31 70020.9
d2-019 04:15:53 70020.9 Durg d2_016-35: wids were fairly strng
d2 -020 04:16:25 70020.9 and persistently from the SW. There was
d2-021 04:16:46 70020.9 swell from the east proagatg onshore.
d2 -022 04:17:08 70020.9 Period appeard to be approxiately 5 seconds
d2-023 04:17:28 70020.9 and height was approxiately .5 meters.
d2-024 04:17:50 70020.9 Bottm could be sen on video unti 16:30 
d2 -025 04:18:13 70020.9 or so. Eary on, the bottom was faily
d2-026 04:18:35 70020.9 clear and appeard to have ripples with
d2 -027 04:18:56 70020.9 a wavelengt of 1/3 the field of view or
d2-028 04:19:17 70020.9 approxiately lOc. Sometimes. ripples
d2 -029 04:19:39 70020.9 were shortr.
d2 -030 04:20:00 70020.9
d2-031 04:20:21 70020.9
d2-032 04:20:42 70020.9
d2-033 04:21:03 70020.9
d2 -034 04:21 :25 70020.9
d2-035 04:21 :46 700-20.9
Bottm Fmd/eset #2
d2 036 05:14:25 6120-18.3
d2-037 05:14:46 6120-18.3
d2-038 05:15:08 6120-18.3 Ripples on bottom: long-cted
d2-039 05:15:29 6120-18.3 with crets rougly NW; approxiately
d2-Q4 05:15:50 6120-18.3 10 ripples in field of view. Bottom
d2-041 05:16:11 6120-18.3 ha to se becaus of sand in water.
d2-042 05:16:33 6120-18.3
d2-043 05:16:54 6120-18.3 Durg d2_036-83: Strng wind frm NW,
d2-Q4 05:17:15 6120-18.3 shiftg to N; Large Ses/swell frm NE
Bottm Find-No Reset #3 T-Value was 6460(18.9em)
T -Value was left as 6120 in softar.
d2 045 05:17:44 6120-18.3
d2-046 05:18:08 6120-18.3
d2-047 05:18:29 6120-18.3
d2-048 05:18:51 6120-18.3
d2-049 05:19:13 6120-18.3
d2-050 05:19:34 6120-18.3
d2-051 05:19:56 6120-18.3
Table 1.
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Series ID Stan Time T-Value Notes
da:hr:mn' steDs-em
d2 052 05:20:17 6120-18.3
d2-053 05:20:38 6120-18.3
d2-054 05:21:00 6120-18.3
05:21:21 Bottm Findleset #4 Apparent problem
in Bottom Find: moved 8850 steps to
home position. Did bottom fid thee ties
with 7300 resut.
d2 055 05:22:34 730021.8
d2-056 05:22:55 730021.8
d2-057 05:23:16 7300-21.8
d2-058 05:23:38 730021.8
d2-059 05:23:59 730021.8
d2-060 06:00:20 7300-21.8
d2 -061 06:00:41 7300-21.8
d2-062 06:01 :02 7300-21.8
d2-063 06:01 :23 730021.8
d2 -064 06:01 :44 7300-21.8
d2 -065 06:02:05 7300-21.8 BASS data record missing.
d2 -066 06:02:26 7300-21.8
d2-067 06:02:47 730021.8
d2 -068 06:03:08 7300-21.8
d2 -069 06:03:29 730021.8
d2-070 06:03:50 730021.8
06:04:12 Bottm Findleset #5
d2 071 06:04:17 7080-21.2
d2 -072 06:04:39 7080-21.2
d2 -073 06:05:00 7080-21.2
d2-074 06:05:21 7080-21.2
d2-075 06:05:44 7080-21.2
d2-076 06:06:53 7080-21.2
d2 -077 06:07:12 7080-21.2
d2-078 06:07:34 7080-21.2
d2-079 06:07:57 7080-21.2
d2-080 06:08:18 7080-21.2
d2-081 06:08:40 7080-21.2
d2-082 06:09:02 7080-21.2
d2-083 06:09:23 7080-21.2
06:09:44 Bottm Find #6: moved 6925 steps to home
Bottm fid at approxiately 7300 (21.8 em).
06: 10:30 Diver measured heights of instrents before
recovery: Bottom of BASS cage at 3.25" (8.2em),
Bottm of LDV in top-most position at 6.375"(16em).
(But found on recovery that LDV was NOT in
home-position).
06: 10:55 After recovery: Bottom of BASS Cage was 19em
above deck, Bottom of LDV was 33em above deck
in home position (with snout in place).
Table 1 (continued)
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As seen in Figure 3, the shoreline. (along-shelf isobath) is oriented 20° from True
Nort. The horizontal components of the BASS were aligned as closely as possible to
Magnetic North (which is _10° from True North). (See Figure 5.)
The bottom-find data and the divers' measurements indicate at least an eleven (11)
centimeter sink. This is in agreement with the deployment log, as a trpod is expected
to sink about two centimeters and, as noted in Table 1, the divers then lowered the tr-
pod another 4" (lOcm) by working the feet back and fort in the sand. This would
place the center of the BASS sampling volume and the sampling volume of the LDV
(when in home-position) at approximately 21 cm above bottom. (See Figure 6.)
While at the FRF facilties, the BASS was enclosed in a water-filled plastic bag and
recorded for 90 seconds at 10HZ to provide the post-deployment zeros, as shown in
Section 4.
1
Upward = -(A+B+C+D)
PERSPECTIVE VIEW
Nortward Flow = D-B
~
Eastward Flow: A-C;
/
TOP VIEW
Figure S. The D-B Axis of the BASS was aligned parallel with the 'white' trpod leg.
The trpod was oriented with the 'white' foot heading Magnetic North. The BASS
cage was on the Western side of the trpod leg. (See Figure 2.)
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4. DATA PROCESSING
The binar LDV/pressure records were processed using the program bin2mat.c (see
Appendi B). The program convertd the binar files to MATLAB(ß files. convertg
the LDV and pressure counts to centieters/sec and meters of saltwater. respectively.
The offset used in convertg the LDV counts to crns was determed by observing
the signal durg periods when no velocity component was apparent at the 0.5 cm
elevation. Durg those periods. the signal clustered along a velocity which was taen
to be a zero offset. The Nort-South (NS) LDV count was subtracted from a 129
count zero offset and then a 0.375 counts per crns gai factor was applied. The E-W
data were processed separately (see below). The pressure was converted from 16 bit
to 12 bit by dividig by 16. The counts were then convered to meters above the sen-
sor by applyig a gai factor of 520 meters/count. A 1.035 conversion factor was
used to convert from the fresh-water calbration to salt-water conditions.
The LDV data were combined with the BASS data using the routie joinlb.m. (See
Appendi B.) The pressure was fuer modied in joinlb.m by the addition of a 1.0
meter offset Ths addition was necessar to correlate the pressure with the
NOAAOS concurent tide data (Section 6.1) and was indiectly veried by the com-
parson of the spectr density profiles of suñace waves (Section 5.1).
The velocity outlers were identied as points which were 3.5 ties the stadard devi-
ation from the mean of the 90 second record. The outlers were replaced with an
interpolated value which resulted from a splie fit though the data without the
outlers. Ths procedure contiued though five iterations or unti no more outlers
were found, whichever occured fist As shown in Figure 7. the peak of strong. devi-
ant waves have ben slightly modied using' ths processing technque. Figure 8
shows the result of ths processing on a tyical LDV record. The BASS data usualy
contaed very few outlers. although a few records contaed as much as 6% flagged
as outlers due to peak wave modication, as describe above. Although most of the
NS-LDV outlers were removed, some were with the tolerance of the definition of an
outler and rem in the data. In most cases, the amount of data removed was less
than 6%. with the exception of the bottom-most elevations when the velocity remained
about zeo and vaciations were flagged as outlers. At those elevations.. as much as
14% were flagged as outlers. The EW-LDV data were processed separately. as
descbe below.
MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks. Natick. MA 01760
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The routie joinlb.m also converts the BASS data to 25 Hz by using MA TLAB func-
tions to interpolate from 10Hz to 50 Hz and ru a finite impulse response decimation
to 25Hz. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of the process on a randomly selected
record.
Post-deployment zeros (Figure 11) were removed from the BASS data and converted
from corrected counts to cm/s as descrbe in joinlb.m. The calbration cure used in
determg the gai factor is included as Figure 12. Based on the size of the BASS
cage and the speed of light (Wilam, et al. (6)), the tie rate (dt) per velocity unt
(dV) can be computed:
.É = 1.333 nanosecondsdV (cmls)
Based on the calbration cure,
dt 400nanoseconds
de = 500counts
Therefore, the gai factor in convertg counts to velocity can be computed as:
400ns lcmls _ O.060(cmls)
500counts 1.333ns - count
Though estites of phase, an approxite 1.1 second delay be~een the BASS and
the LDV /Pessure records was observed. Hardware analysis of the instrments found
an actual 1.09 second delay. Therefore, to shi the BASS in tie to be consistent
with the LDV, the fist 1.09 seconds of the BASS were dropped. To avoid fractional
seconds, data were fuer trcated to 2200 samples (88 seconds) per record. (See
joinlb.m - Appendi B.)
Each ilY data point was accompaned by a qualer, or data valdation word, for
each axs. The data valdation word is determed on the basis of two crteria: signal
strength and signal qualty. When the photourent signal is sufficiently strong, and
when it is of sufficiently high qualty, the highest bit is set to mae the valdation
word reach the magntude 128. The qualty crterion is the acceptable theshold for
signal to noise, in the frequency domai, of the photocurent. The actual tie of
occurence with the captut widow for each data realzation is then appended to
make the ful valdation word. For example, if the data valdation word is 230, it
implies that the data is vald (having met signal strength and signal-to-noise criteria)
and that it occured at 23Q-128=102nd fraction of the widow width. In processing,
epsilon (eps) was added to the qualfier field, vqual, to convert the varable to floatig
point. Th was done to assure system compatibilty of the archival files. *
*See MA TLAB External Interface Guide, p. 30.
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Figure 9. Example of Interpolauon and Decimation In Conversion of BASS from10Hz to 25Hz. (deta)
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Figure 11. Post-Deployment BASS Zeros
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The EW-LDV component faied durg most of the experient (see Figure 13-A).
Profiles of the E- W LDV axs could only be retreved for some of series d2 _025
though d2 029. For those profiles, the signal could be determed in the cloud of
points which were reported as being vald (see Figure 13-B). These records were pro-
cessed by fittg a polynomial though sections of a hand-digitied approxiation and
acceptig points with 1crns of the polynomial fit (see pfit4.m in Appendi B). The
counts were convertd to crns by subtractig a 32 crns zero offset and then applyig
a gai of 1.23 (crns). The gai factor was derived by fittg the data to the concurent
EW-BASS data (see Section 5.2.2).
Figure 14 graphicaly displays the periods durg the experient when measurements
were obtaed. Each lie segment on ths figure represents a set of 12 88-second
measurements, as explaied in Section 2. The numbers associated with the lie seg-
ments are the series IDs as shown in Table 1. A copy of the figure can provide a use-
ful tool as an overlay for determg areas of study from the tie series included
thoughout the remder of th report For the puroses of ths report the sets were
grouped in eight hour segments for evaluation and display. The four eight-hour seg-
ments are shown in Figur 14. The bounds were chosen solely for the purose of
display, providig eight hour widows. But, the groups were also used to localze sta-
tistical analyses, as seen in Section 5. Where appropriate, we have also displayed a
super-set of the observations taen between 12/05/92 (14:30) and 12/06/92 (10:00).
Ths group includes sets d2_036 - d2_083 and is plotted in a 20 hour widow. Statist-
ical analysis of the super-set was not performed. The program makeseries.m com-
pute statistics for the 88-second records of each group (see Appendi B). The pro-
gram joinseries.m concatenated the 88-second records of each group for multi-hour
comparson of BASS and LDV (see Appendi B).
Data fies are describe in Section 7 of ths report
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5. CONSISTENCY CHECKS and BASS/LDV COMPARISONS
5.1 Pressure/ASS Checks
The pressure data were compared to the horizonta (Nort-South and East-West) BASS
components by convertig pressure spectr at 1.26 meters above bottom to velocity
spectr at 0.21 meters above bottom via liear wave theory (Dean et. al. (8)). First,
the surace spectral density was estiate from the pre~sure spectr:
S - S pp (f ) cosh2(kh )T\T\(f) - p2g 2 cosh2(k (z +h ))
where f is the frequency, S is the spectral density of surace displacement (T\), S is
the spectr density of pres"ie (p) at the height z+h above bottom (1.26 m for ptes-
sure), p is the density of water, g is gravitational acceleration, h is the water depth as
determed from pressure at each record, and k is the wave number which is deter-
mied from g, 0) and h by
0)2 = g k tanh (kh)
where 0) is the radian frequency (21t.
Then, from the surace spectral density, the velocity spectra at 0.21 meters above bot-
tom was estiate:
(f) S (f) S cosh2(k(z+h)lSuu + vv = 002 T\T\(f) sin2(kh)
where Su is the spectral density of EW velocity (u), S is the spectral density of NS
velocity ~), and z+h is agai the height of the sampligvolume above bottom (0.21 m'
for BASS velocity).
As sen in Figues 15-16, a comparson of the observed velocity spectra with the velo-
city spectra as computed from pressure shows good agreement. Two sets of 12
records (approxitely 42 miutes of observation) were averaged for each comparson.
The dïvergence seen between approxitely .4 and 5 Hz may represent tubulent velo-
city fluctuations.
Figues 17-18 confi a high coherence at energy-contag frequencies between the
Westerly BASS component and the pressue. The non-zero phase is not understood.
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.
5.2 NS-BASS/NS-LDV
Since theory indicates that the 16 cm height of the top-most LDV is outside the wave
boundar layer, we could expect good agreement at surace wave frequencies when
comparg the concurent BASS with the samples taen when the LDV was profilig
at the top-most location. Before comparsons of the BASS with .the LDV, the mean
was removed beause the mea of the near-bottom flow is believed to be strongly
sheaed, so that dierences between means of the BASS and LDV are expected. In
ths section, we wi descrbe the relative orientation of the BASS and LDV axes, the
correlation of 'the LDV with the BASS, vencation of the LDV and BASS gais and
the effect of the LDV retu rate on the mea velocity.
5.2.1 Orientation
The orientation between the NS-LDV and the NS-BASS was checked by rotatig the
BASS though 180° (-90° to +90°) and computig a correspondig mean square error
for each degree. The mean square error (MSE) was computed by tag the mea of
the square of the dierence between the NS-LDV and the concurent rotate BASS
(with meas removed). Figues 19-22 present the MSE computed at each degree of
rotation. In figues 23-26, the angle of orientation at which the mium MSE was
observed, and the correspondig MSE, are plotted for each record (x) and those
records having more than 8% vald NS-LDV have a '0' overlayed. Although each
individual record does not indicate clealy what rotation should be used (Figures 23-
26), when taen collecvely, as shown in Figue 27, a consistent best rotation of
approxiately -5.4°. appears. The comparsons for d2_066-d2_083 were not included
in the histogr as they appeed to have correlation problems other than rotation. In
comparson of LDV with BASS, we have rotated the BASS, since the EW-LDV did
not consistently produce good data so that rotation of the LDV data is not possible for
most of the eXperient. We have not rotate the BASS in the data sumar section,
as we believe ths to be the appropriate orientation, with Nortward representig Mag-
netic Nort. Al results indicate that the NS-LDV ax is approxiately 5° closer to
algnent with the isobaths than is the NS-BASS axs.
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5.2.2 Gain Factors and Correlation Coeffcients
As seen in Figures 28-31, good correlation exists between the NS-LDV and the NS-
BASS. A first order fit of the data, after rotatig the BASS and removing the means,
indicates that appropriate gai factors were applied in the conversions from counts to
cm/s.
Since the EW-LDV data were processed as descrbe in Section 4, we would expect
the high correlation as seen in Figue 32. The gai factor used in processing the EW-
LDV was derived by the comparson to' the rotated EW-BASS (after removal of the
mean).
.
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5.2.3 LDV Data Return Rate
As describe in Section 4, a quality word indicated when a good signal was recorded
for each LDV axis. The retun rate was often low and is ilustrated by thee time
series of NS-LDV included as Figures 33-38. For comparson, the concurent NS-
BASS tie series are also included. An overview of the percentage of NS-LDV
which was retuned as valid for each 88-second record is included as Figures 39-43.
Along with ths percentage, we have included the mean square error (MSE), as
described above, of the NS-LDV from the NS-BASS at the top-most LDV samplig -.
elevation. The top-most elevations (eid 6 and 12) are circled in the percentage plots to
provide visual comparson of the MSE and the percentage at the correspondig eleva-
\ tions. As sumarzed in Figure 44, the mean square error appears to be a fuction of
· the retu rate and Figure 45 indicates that the retu rate is a functon of the mean of
the velocity squared. The coincidence of high MSE with increased velocity is .veried
in Figue 46, which also indicates problems at very low velocities. TIs may be a
result of the lited or satuated sedent concentrtions durg ties of slow or high
velocities, respectively. To test the effect of the low LDV data retu rate on velocity
statistics, we subsampled the NS-BASS using the indices of the vald NS-LDV. In
Figures 47-50, note the dierence between the statistical analyses of the BASS (al
samples - '0') and the subsampled BASS (subsampled with the indices of the valid
LDV - 'x'). It can be seen that the BASS, subsampled as the LDV vald data, pro-
duces a biased mean and therefore we canot assume unorm sumsamplig has
occured. The histograms shown in Figures 51-54 represent approxiately an hour of
observation and have not had the means removed. These plots suggest that the LDV
was undersamplig more often durg strong southerly flow.
To increase the data retu rate of the NS-LDV, we attempted to restore data with a
given tolerance of the vald signal. A quadratic fit was determed though smån sec-
tions of the vald data and points falg with a given tolerance of the fit were added
back into the undersampled profie (see mapoint.m in Appendi B). Figures 55 and
56 show the resultat signal when the procedure was applied to two random records.
The procedure increases the percentage retu and, as seen in Figures 57-58 ('0' and
'x'), provides bettr representation of the profile. But, these figures also show that the
procedure produced a biased mean of the NS-ilV as sampled with the maxoint
indices ('+'). In Figues 55-56, notice that noise does not occur unormy. A dense
lie of points oftn occured at about -10 crns (in both the norterly flow observations
and southerly flow observations) and an increase in noise is apparent as the -48 crns
cutoff is approached. Since the data are usualy above ths area durg the mider,
norterly flow, the mea is only slightly affected. But, when using maxpoint durg
'the southerly flow, the mean beomes weighted as more of the noise from the popu-
late areas are added back into the cure. For the puroses of ths report only those
samples which have ben flagged vald in the data qualer field are presented. The
, maxpoint procedure is descrbed here for futue reference.
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6. DATA SUMMARY
The purose of ths section is to present the mean and standard deviation of each pro-
pert measured. We have included pressure in meters of saltwater; Nortward, East-
ward and Upward BASS velocity data (centieters/second); and, N-S LDV (centie-
ters per second) at each height The series are priary shown as eight hour seg-
ments. The fist group includes the data from the fist day of observation, when the
velocity was priary nortward flow. The other thee segments are divided for
display puroses only and are also displayed collectively in a twenty hour window.
The E-W LDV is only included for a short tie perod (02_026-29), as the other data
could not be recovered.
'"
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6.1 PRESSURE
'The pressure data are presented with tide gage data. The tide data are taen in 8
meters of water off the pier end at the National Oceanc and Atmospheric
Admstration/ational Ocean Service (NOAAOS) tide station and are hourly aver-
ages of data which had been recorded every six miutes. More detaed data are avai-
able though NOAAOS. The pressure data were measured at approximately 1.26
meters above bottom.
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6.2 BASS VELOCITY DATA
The BASS data are presented as stickplots of Nortward and Eastward velocities along
with each component of the BASS velocity data. These data are not rotated and
'Nortward' refers to Magnetic Nort, as shown in Figure 3. The mea and stadard
deviation of each interpolated 25 Hz data record are shown. There were no drop-outs
in the origial data but outlers were replaced with interpolated data, as describe in
Section 4. The BASS samplig volume was at approxitely 21 cm above bottom.
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6.3 LDV VELOCITY DATA
The LDV velocity data are presented in tls section. Heights above bottom, as noted
on plots, are referenced to bottom elevations located by the bottom-find operation. See
Table 1 (Section 3) for detas.
The records which include over 8% data retu (vald data) are highlghted by overlay-
ing a cicle on the observation.
As explaied in Section 4, EW-LDV could be processed for very few observations.
These processed data are presented here.
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7. DATA FILE DOCUMENTATION
Data are archived as Matlab(I fies. A "set" refers to the twelve 90-second (25Hz)
records, taen at each observation. (See Table 1.) A "group" refers to groups of sets
and are descrbed below and in Figure 14 of Section 4. There are thee tyes of data
files: a fie for each set of twelve 90-second "snap-shots"; a file with statistical sum-
mares of each of the 88-second records for the group of sets, as defied below; and, a
file for each group contag concatenated tie series. These provide a sma scale
tie series (12 88 second snap-shots at 25 Hz), a medum scale, coarse tie series
(several hours with an obseration each 1.5 miutes for BASS; and, an LDV observa-
tion at each elevation every 11 miutes or so); and, a medum scale, detaed tie
seres (several hours of the 25 Hz concatenate BASS and ilY data). Since one of
the groups is a superset, a long tie series (20 hours) of statistical sumes is also
provided.
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7.1 88 Second Records
As shown in Table 1, each observation period includes a series of twelve 90 second
observations. These were reduced to 88 second records in the processing, as described
in Section 4. The twelve BASS records were al taen at the same elevation, which is
approxitely 21 cm above bottom, as shown in Figure 6. The twelve pressure
records represent the pressure (in meters) above the pressure sensor, which was
approxitely 126 cm above bottom. The twelve LDV records conta the velocity at
each of the followig elevations: 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 ,16, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 ,16 (cm above bot-
tom). The data were correcte for phase shi (tie lag) as descrbed in Section 4.
Each fie contas:
presure
time
v
vqual
wne
2200x12
1x12
2200x12
2200x12
2200x12
pressure series (meters)
tie at begig of each 88 second 25Hz record (days)
NS-LDV velocity component (cm/s)
NS-LDV qualty field (~127+eps = vald data)
unotate BASS (eastward + i*nortward) (crs)
The fies are named D2 ONN, where NN corresponds to the series as listed in Table 1
of Section 3. Each file is 1,056,222 byts.
For 02_025-29, there also exists d2u_ONN fies with EW-LDV data. Each fie con-
tas:
u 2200x12 EW-LDV velocity component (cm/s)
uqual 2200x12 EW-LDV presence field (eps=nodata; 128+eps=data accepte)
utist Kx1 list of eids which conta any vald processed data
where K represents the number of elevations which contas processed data.
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7.2 Statistical Summaries
Data sumar files were created in the processing stages. For each group, statistical
sumares were created and stored as follows:
ebm
ebs
intcp
slope
mse
nbm
nbmnn
nbs
nbsnn
ng
pm
ps
sol
sn2
t
vm
vs
12xM
12xM
2xM
2xM
2xM
l2xM
2xM
l2xM
2xM
l2xM
12xM
12xM
lxl
lxl
12xM
l2xM
l2xM
E- W Bass Mean
E- W Stadard Deviation
intercept of a po1yft of the NS-BASS 'with NS-LDV
slope of a polyfit of the NS-BASS with NS-LDV
Mea Square Eror of LDV with BASS (with means removed)
N-S Bass Mea
N-S Bass Mean of only samples where there's vald LDV
N-S Bass Stadard Deviation
N-S Bass Stdev of only samples where there's vald LDV
Fraction of NS-ilV data flagged as valid
Mean Pressure
Pressure Stadard Deviation ,
NN (16-83) of fist set in group
NN (16-83) of last set in group
tie (days)
Mean of Vald LDV
Stadard Deviation of Vald LDV
The BASS data were rotate -5.4 degrees for alignment with the LDV. (See Section
5.) Where the number of rows is 12, each row corresponds to each elevation id and is
associate with the tie in each row of the tie field. Where the number of rows is 2
(e.g., intcp), the fit row correspond to the varable at elevation id 6; and, the second
row correspond to the varable at elevation id 12. And, MM is the numbe of records
in the group and can be tabulated as follows:
FileName Number of Records Senes IDs Filesize(Snn.mat) (M (byts)
Sl6.mat 20 (D2_0l6 - D2_035) 21225
S36.mat 16 (D2_036 - D2_051) 17065
S52.mat 13 (02_052 - D2_064) 16489
S66.mat 18 (02_066 - D2_083) 22649SS36.mat 48 (02_036 - D2_083) 50345SU25.mat* 5 (02_025 - D2 _039) 3611
SS36 is a 'superset and wi not fit in an eight hour widow. These data requie
separte axs treatment (See Appendi C.) SU25 has a dierent format, as it contas
the EW statitical evaluations, rather than the NS.
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7.3 Concatenated Time Series
To form extended tie series, sets were concatenated for each group. The mean of
each 88 second record is removed from each set, before it is concatenated. Each file
contas:
Idvnnl2
Idvn6
nsrtl2
nstart6
nstopl2
nstop6
snl
sn2
t12
t12a11
t6
t6a11
ubas12
ubas
vbasl2
vbas6
NS12x1
NS6x1
MMx1
MM1
MMx1
MMx1
1x1
1x1
NS 12x1
MSx1
NS6x1
MSx1
MSx1
MSx1
MSx1
MSx1
Vald NS-LDV at eid 12 for al series in group
Vald NS-LDV at eid 6 for al series in group
index of fist observation of each 88 second record in Idvnn12
index of fist observation of each 88 second record in Idvnn6
index of last observation of each 88 second record in Idvnn12
index of last observation of each 88 second record in Idvnn6
NN (16-83) of fist record in group
NN (16-83) of last record in group
ties correspondig to observances at NS 12
ties correspondig to MS observances for eid 12
ties correspondig to observances at NS6
ties correspondig to MS obseances for eid 6
Concatenated E- W BASS at eid 12 (MS=MM*2200)
Concatenate E- W BASS at eid 6 (MS=MM*2200)
Concatenated N-S BASS at eid 12 (MS=MM*2200)
Concatenate N-S BASS at eid 6 (MS=MM*2200)
vbnnl2 NS12x1 NS-BASS at concurent samples where Vald NS-LDV (eid: 12)
vbnn6 NS6x1 NS-BASS at concurent samples where Vald NS-LDV (eid: 6)
NS6 and NS 12 represent the tota number of vald observations which are concatenated
for elevation id (eid) 6 and elevation id (eid) 12, respectively. MM is the numbe of
sets which were concatenated in the group. See Section 7.2. The fie sizes are:
JRl6.mat 2475702 bytes
JR6.mat 1826806 byts
JR2.mat 1496470 byts
JR66.mat 1957934 byts
JR rçpresents 'Joined and Rotate'. For the EW component, vbnn6,vbnn12,ldvnn6,
and Idvn12 varables are named ubnn6,ubnn12,ldun6, and Idun12, respectively, and
stored in the data file JRu25.mat. The concatenate BASS files are not included in
JRu25.
121
7.4 Miscellaneous
The file ST5U contas the sta tie (tsta) of the seres S16. It is used in plottg
the EW velocity components (JRu25) in the same tie profile as the S16 senes.
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Figure A-(2:12) Dirctional Spectr recieved from U.S. Corps of Engineers (where 0°
is East; +45° is Nortast; and, -45° is Southast.)
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A-4
FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 04 Dee 92 at 1300 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
Hmo = 0.43 m fp = 0.142 Hz Tp = 7.04 see 01' = 18.0 deg
depths: min = 8.50 m mean = 8.57 m max = 8.60 m at gage 191
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A-5
FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 04 Dee 92 at 1600 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
H = 0.41 m f = 0.103 Hz T = 9.71 see ep = 20.0 degma p p
depths: min = 8.19 m mean = 8.38 m max = 8.54 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 04 Dee 92 at 1900 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
Hmo = 0.41 m fp = 0.093 Hz Tp =10.72 see 8p = -6.0 deg
depths: min = 7.87 m mean = 7.92 m max = 8.03 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 04 Dee 92 at 2200 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
Hmo = 0.39 m fp = 0.093 Hz Tp =10.72 see 8p = 18.0 deg
depths: min = 8.00 m mean = 8.12 m max = 8.27 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 05 Dee 92 at 1300 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
H = 1.05 m f = 0.181 Hz T = 5.52 see ep = 52.0 degmo p p
depths: min = 8.19 m mean = 8.39 m max = 8.61 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 05 Dee 92 at 1600 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dot
Hmo = 1.38 m fp = 0.152 Hz Tp = 6.59 see ep = 42.0 deg
depths: min = 8.33 m me~n = 8.42 m max = 8.51 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 05 Oec 92 at 1900 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
H = 1.23 m f = 0.171 Hz T = 5.83 see ep = 44.0 degmo p p
depths: min = 7.82 m mean = 7.94 m max= 8.13 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 05 Dee 92 at 2200 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dot
H = 1.21 m f = 0.171 Hz T = 5.83 see ep = 48.0 degmo p p
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Date: 06 Dee 92 at 0100 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dot
Hmo=1.45m fp=0.142 Hz Tp =7.04 see fJp= 30.0deg
depths: min = 8.42 m mean = 8.59 m max = 8.79 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Oate: 06 Dee 92 at 0400 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dof
H, = 1.46 m f = 0.152 Hz T = 6.59 sec (J~ = 42.0 deg. mo p p ~
depths: min = 8.76 m mean = 8.86 m max = 8.92 m at gage 191
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FRF 8-m Array Frequency-Direction Spectrum
Oate: 06 Dee 92 at 0700 EST for 136.53 min with 160 dot
H =1.15m f =0.142 Hz T =7.04 see (J = 34.0degma p p p
depths: min = 8.12 m mean = 8.31 m max = 8.53 m at gage 191
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APPENDIX B.
PROCESSING SOFTWARE
The programs listed below are included in this section to furer document the process-
ing of the data presented in this report.
B-1. Description of BASS Data Collection and Storage (Submitted by AI.Wiliams
3rd)
B-2. bin2mat.c - fie conversion (binar to MATLAB(I)) of ilY (counts to cm/s) and
pressur (counts to meters). NOTE: EW-LDV was processed separtely. The gain
factor was (1.0) and a 32 (cm/s) offset was subtrcted in the conversion of counts to
cm/s.
B-3. joinlb.m - loading of ASCII BASS; conversion of BASS counts (lOHz) to cm/s
(25Hz); adjustment of pressure (meters); and, time adjustment
B-4. makeseries.m - loads daUl in groupings (as descrbe in Section 7); rotates
BASS; computes statistics; and saves a (SNN.mat) summar.
B-S. joinseries.m - joins timeseries of individual 88 second obserations into time
sees as descrbe in' Section 7. Stores series with corrsponding times in fies
JR.mat. (BASS data ar rotated.)
B-6. specden.m - computes velocty spectra frm BASS Velocity and Pressure (see
Section 5.1).
B-7. pfit4.m - processes EW-ilV removing the outliers which were flagged as valid
(see Section 4).
B-8. maxpoint.m - detennes LDV points to keep based on polynomial fit though
vald data (see Section 5).
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DuckBASS Documentation, Yogi Duck Version
Albert J. Williams 3rd
October 16, 1992
Conf iguration
DuckBASS is a Model 4 based BASS with up to three acoustic
current sensors. It has a trigger input and RS485 output. It uses a
combined transmi t/recei ve card for compactness. wi th three sensors,
DuckBASS is 6.6" long. The endcaps of the 7" diameter case are held on
wi th plastic V-Band material and a hose clamp composed of size 80 and
size 40-64 mm. The endcaps take a 162 radial a-ring and 165 axial
a-ring. The case is 16" long.
Sensitivity
The DT-V board in DuckBASS has a full scale range of +/-240
cm/s for a reading of OFFF for + full scale and FOOO for - full scale.
Zero velocity is 0000 or FFFF and a missed measurement is flagged with
the number 8000. Basically, BASS is a 12 bi t-plus-sign system and does
2' s complement representation of negative numbers. To convert a BASS
integer to velocity component, check for 8000 hex and discard, then
subtract 65536 from any numer with a leading one (greater than 32767).
Numbers without a leading one are positive and will range from
o to 4095. Nanosecond delays were used to calibrate this DT-V board.
The reading was taken with Ons, 40ns taken three different ways, 80ns
taken two ways, and 120ns for positive and negative delays. The
average was 13.35 bits/ns. The scale factor is 1.333 ns/cm/s so this
converts into .056 cm/s/bit. True full scale is 4095 bits or 230 cm/s.
To obtain the horizontal velocity subtract the second BASS measurement
in the output record from the fourth and divide by root two and
mul tiply by .056 for the x velocity. The y velocity is obtained by
subtracting the first from the third, dividing by root two and
multiplying by .056. The vertical velocity is the negative sum of the
four components divided by twice root two and multiplied by .056.
Purely horizontal flows as great as 340 cm/s can be measured without
going off scale but orbital flows will be clipped at a speed that could
be as low as 240 cm/s depending on the azimuth of the orbit.
Program
The program in battery protected RA on October 16, 1992 is a
12.5 Hz sample rate of a single acoustic current meter sensor. It
starts running about 5 seconds after power on, when the assembly code
has been loaded and assèmbled. Its clock is started at zero each time
it is powered on but then counts from 0000 January 1, 1980 in seconds.
Each record is an ASCII single line output of hex "EE" and four
hex measurements of velocity. The timing is controlled by the command
on line 1230, "SLEEP 8". This TTBasic command waits for the internal
clock to advance by 8 ticks of 1/100 second from the last execution of
a SLEEP command. If the clock has already passed the set time
interval, an asterisk will be output. If this time is made shorter,
asterisks start to appear indicating timer overrun, and the sample rate
will be irregular. Much of the time is spent on the ASCII output. The
sample rate can be increased somewhat by switching to binary output by
replacing 1142 with the statement PRINT (0,8) : GOTO 1230. At the
expense of greater power drain, another 10 ms per sample can be shaved
off by powering BASS continuously. Delete 8110, 8310, and 8780. This
leaves power on and daesn' t provide warmup time.
To reprogram the BASS, open the case and plug a phone to RS232
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cable into the Model 4 and power on BASS. Plug the DB25 connector into
a computer running a terminal program (Ttools from Onset works well.)Hit "'C to get the "OK" prompt. Then edit the appropriate lines or type
"NEW" and download the new program. Type "RUN" and observe execution
on the terminal. If it needs work, type "'C and get the prompt to load
another. The program won't go away when the power is removed. It will
start running when power is applied.
Power
BASS running at 12.5 Hz takes 45 ma from 16 to 32 volts. The
SN75158 Line Driver increases this to 65 ma. The case is internally
isolated from ground but has a 3. 3 uF ceramic capacitor from negative
battery to chassis. This should prevent the voltage drop in the
negati ve power lead causing terrible corrosion to the case.
Zeros
The cables to the acoustic sensor must be dressed and tie
wrapped well so they don't move before obtaining a zero calibration.
Put a bag over the sensor and put it in a bucket of water. Run BASS
for several minutes and average the readings. This is a good estimate
of the in sit~ zero flow reading and must be subtracted from all field
measurements.
Program - YOGIDUCK. TTB
10 GOTO 1000
100 STOP
1000 REM YOGI DUCK OCT-16-92
1010 X=O: A=O : B=O : c=o : 0=0 : E~O : F=O : G=O : H=O : REM ASSEMBLY ROUTINES
1015 PRINT #06H,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,X
1020 GOSUB 8000 :REM FIRST PASS
1025 PRINT #06H,A,B,C,D,E,F ,G,H,X
1030 GOSUB 8000 :REM SECOND PASS
1031 PRINT #06H ,A, B ,C, D, E, F ,G ,H, X
1032 GOSUB 8000 :REM THIRD PASS
1035 PRINT #06H,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,X
1040 PCLR 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 :REM ESTABLISH DDRs
1050 ASM &HBB, DB &HO 2 : REM A/D BIPOLA, TURS OFF, 12 BIT
1060 PRINT 'Waiting for event'
1064 SLEEP 100
1066 IF PIN(O)=l GOTO 1070 :REM event
1067 GOTO 1060
1070 PRINT 'Event detected at' : PRINT 'Day ,hr ,min,sec since power on' :RTIME
1071 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1072 PRINT #4,? (4-1) ;
1073 NEXT I
1074 PRINT:SLEEP 0
1085 FOR N=l TO 900 :REM 90 SEC PROGRA-72 SEC AT 80ms SAMPLE TIME
1090 x=o :REM INITIALIZE DATAFILE
1092 STORE X, #1, &HEE
1120 CALL &H7300, 0 :REM CALL A/D ROUTINE
1130 CALL &H73BO, 0 :REM CALL SUBTRACT AND TRASFER
1140 X=O :REM REINITIALIZE DATAFILE
1142 PRINT # 2H , GET ( X , # 1 ) ," ";
1170 FOR L=l TO 4 :REM 4 BASS AXES
1180 PRIN~ #04H,GET(X,#2) ," ";
1190 NEXT L :REM FOUR AXES/LINE
1200 PRINT
141
1230 SLEEP 8
1240 NEXT N
1250 REM DONE
1260 GOTO 1060
8000 X=&H7460
8010 ASM X,DW
8015 ASM X,DW
8050 ASM X,DW
8055 G=X
:REM WAIT OUT THE 80rns: REM -------------------------
: REM GO TO LOW POWER
: REM LOOP
: REM MULTIPLEXOR LIST, NORM ORDER
&HOOOO ;DW &H8000 ;DW &H4000 ;DW &HCOOO
&H2000;DW &HAOOO;DW &H6000;DW &HEOOO
&HFFFF ; DW &HFFFF : REM END OF LIST
8100 X=&H7300
8110 ASM X,SLP
8120 ASM X,LDAA &H17
8130 ASM X,ANDA #&H47
8140 ASM X,ORA #&H40
8150 ASM X, STAA &H17
8160 ASM X,LDX #&H7400
8170 ASM X,LDAB &H60 ,X
8180 ASM X,STAB &H03
8190 ASM X,TAB
8200 ASM X,ORAB #&H08
8210 ASM X, STAB &H17
8220 ASM X, STAA &H17
8230 ASM X,STAB &H17
8240 ASM X,STAA &H17
8250 ASM X,ANDA #&HBF
8260 ASM X,ANDB #&HBF
8270 ASM X,STAB &H17
8280 ASM X,STAA &H17
8290 ASM X,STAB &H17
8300 ASM X,STAÀ &H17
8310 ASM X,SLP
8320
8400
8410
8420
8430
8440
8450
8460
8470
8480
8490
8500
8510
8520
8530
8540
8550
8560
8570
8580
8590
8600
8610
L=X
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
T=X
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
ASM
A=X
ASM
B=X
ASM
ASM
ASM
C=X
ASM
ASM
ASM
: REM BASS ROUTINE
: REM START TIMING AT END OF SLP
:REM PORT 6,0100 OXXX,PWR ON;/CS=l
: REM INDEX TO MUX LIST AND OUTPUT
: REM PORT 2
:REM CLOCK HIGH,0100 1XXX
:REM 1st FALLING EDGE
:REM 2nd FALLING EDGE,ACCEPTS /CS=l
:REM 0000 OXXX ACCA
:REM 0000 1XXX ACCB
:REM /CS=O
:REM 1st FALLING EDGE
:REM 2nd FALLING EDGE,ACCEPTS /CS=O
:REM 42us USED OF 10rns
: REM A/D LOOP
&H60 ,X :REM LOAD MUX,START OF
&H03 :REM MUX WORD
#&H86 : REM 1000 0110 BYTE
X, LDAA
X, STAA
X, LDAA
X, CLRB
X, PSHX
X,LDX #&HOOOC
A/D LOOP
INTO A/D
:REM 12 BITS
: REM A/D SERIAL I/O LOOP
X, AIM &HF7, &H17 : REM CLOCK LOW, BIT LOOP
X, ASLD : REM BIT TO CARY
X, BCC A
X,OIM &H10, &H17
X, BRA B
X,AIM &HEF, &H17
X,TIM &H20, &H17
X, BEQ C
X, INCB
X,OIM &H08, &H17
X, DEX
X, BNE T
8620 ASM X,SEI
: REM "i"
:REM "0"
:REM READ Dout
:REM IF "0" ,WRITE NOTHING,
: REM ELSE STORE "i"
:REM CLOCK HIGH
: REM LOOP
: REM SET INTERRUPT MASK
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8630 ASM X,OIM &H01,&H15
8640 ASM X,OIM &H01,&H15
8650 ASM X ,AIM &HFE, &H15
8660 ASM X,TIM &H04,&H15
8670 ASM X,BEQ D
8680 ASM X,ORA #&H80
8682 D=X
8684 ASM X,BITA #&H08
8686 ASM X,BEQ H
8688 ASM X,ORA #&H70
8690 H=X
8700 ASM X,PULX
8710 ASM X,STD &HOO,X
8720 ASM X, INX:ASM X, INX
8730 ASM X,TI~ &H01,&H5E,X
8740 ASM X,BEQ E
8750 ASM X,CLI
8760 ASM X,CLRA
8770 ASM X,STAA &H03
8780 ASM X,JSR &HFFDO
8790 ASM X,RTS
8800 E=X
8810 ASM X,LDAA. &H17
8820 ASM X,ANDA #&HE7
8830 ASM X,LDAB #&H02
8840 T=X
8850 ASM X, BITB &H15
8860 ASM X,BEQ T
8870 ASM X,STAA &H17
8880 ASM X,CLI
8890 ASM X,PSHX
8900 ASM X,LDX #&H0019
8910 ASM X,ORA #&H40
8920 ASM X,TAB
8930 ASM X,ORAB #&H08
8940 T=X
8950 ASM X, STAB &H17
8960 ASM X,STAA &H17
8970 ASM X,STAB &H17
8980 ASM X,STAA &H17
8990 ASM X,DEX
9000 ASM X, BNE T
9010 ASM X,ANDA #&HBF
9020 ASM X ,ANDB #&HBF
9030 ASM X,STAB &H17
9040 ASM X, STAA &H17
9050 ASM X,STAB &H17
9060 ASM X, STAA &H17
: REM START TIMING
:REM P50=1,LENGTHEN PULSE
: REM P50=0
:REM READ "BOTH REC" LAST VALUE
: REM NOT REC, FLAG WITH SIGN BIT
:REM CHECK FOR NEGATIVE
: REM FILL OUT NEGATIVE
:REM CONTlNUE,IF"BOTH" ,DON'T FLAG
: REM STORE AT DATA, FIRST BOGUS
: REM INCREMENT TWICE
:REM CHECK FOR END OF LIST
: REM CLEAR INTERRUPT MASK
:REM PUT MULTIPLEXORS ON PAR
: REM CONOFF TUR POWER OFF
:REM EXIT FROM DIGITIZE ROUTINE
:REM PREPARE TO RESPOND FAST
: REM TEST LOOP
: REM TEST AID STROBE
:REM HOLD WITH FALLING EDGE
: REM CLEAR INTERRUPT MASK
:REM CONVERSION PAR~
: REM 25, 1st 2 FOR DEGLITCH
:REM ICS=l
:REM 0100 1XXX
: REM LOOP
:REM 0100 1XXX
:REM 0100 OXXX
:REM 50 CYCLES,12x4+2
:REM 0000 OXXX
: REM 0000 1XXX
:REM ICS=O
:REM 1st FALLING EDGE
: REM 2nd FALLING EDGE
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9070 ASM X,PULX
9080 ASM X,JMP L :REM RETUR TO START
9100 X=&H73BO :REM SUBTRACT AND TRANSFER SUBROUTINE
9110 ASM X,LDX #&H7400
9120 L=X
9130 ASM X,LDD &H02,X :REM GET WORD
9140 ASM X,INX:ASM X,INX
9150 ASM X, BMI F : REM TEST FLAG ON NORM MEAS
9160 ASM X, SUBD &HO 2 , X : REM DOUBLE SUBTRACT
9170 ASM X, TST &HO 2 , X : REM TEST FLAG ON REVERSED MEAS
9180 ASM X,BMI F
9200 ASM X,STAB &H02,X :REM SAVE LOW BYTE
9202 ASM X,ASLA :REM TEST FOR NEGATIVE9204 ASM X,ASRA :REM FILL WITH WHTEVER IT IS
9206 T=X
9210 ASM X,JSR &HFFD3 :REM STREM HIGH BYTE
9220 ASM X,LDAA &H02,X :REM RECOVER LOW BYTE
9230 ASM X,JSR &HFFD3 :REM STREM LOW BYTE
9240 ASM X, INX:ASM X, INX
9250 ASM X,TIM &H01,&H60,X :REM CHECK,END OF LIST
9260 ASM X,BEQ L
9270 ASM X,RTS :REM EXIT
9280 F=X
9290 ASM X,LDAA #&H80 :REM FLAG MISSED RETU
9300 ASM X,CLR &H02,X :REM CLEAR LOW BYTE
9310 ASM X,BRA T
9900 RETUR
9999 END
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1* bin2ma - read Duck 10 192 bin data files an output a MATlAR file of
tim Ipressure IldvNS I for each of 12 eleations (90 seconds each) * I
1* jjedricks Woodr Hole Oceangraphic Institutionjfederickswhoi.edu 5 193 * I
1*
program read for each of 12 eleations:
a tim in a 20 byte headr
a blok of 90 second of daa at 25 HZ (2250 value)
as follos:
1 byte IdvEW qualifer
1 byte IdEW velocil in couns
1 byte IdNS qualijr
1 byte IdvNS veloil in coun
2 byte pressure (in couns)
these daa are converted- as follows:
Tim:
da lhour lmi Isecond to day of month
The EW WV are ignored I were dealt with separately
as there were so few das with discernile daa
The NS WV:
COun -;: em Is as follos: IdvV = (129-ldvNS)*0375;
Pressure:
water deth = couns 1(520*16*1.035)
where:
520*16 is the gain offset
1.035 is the conversion for fresh to sal H20
* I
#include ~tdo.h:
#include "math" /* symblic li to lus Ilocal lmala lexern 1...* I
#defie MAXEC 2250 1* 25samles per see * 90 sees * I
#defie PGAI (double) (520*16*1.035)
#defie VGAI 0375
#defie VOFFSET 129
1* IdV axis gain for couns to velocity * I
1* IdvV axis of set in couns * I
1* for da set #1 somehing strange abut tim * I
char fie naein(40),fie nameout(40), temp(100);
Int key; - -
FI *sttam *streamout;
mai(argc,argv )
Int argc;
char *argvn;
(
, Int is,ir,j,i.ib, bytes, samps, cha, rcount.count.sta,maxec;
double day ,hour,misec, toffset;
/* 6750 is 25*90*3wordr Isamle* I,
unsiged short dreadl(6750),dread(10);
double tie(12),uqual,u, vqua(12)(MAXEC), v(12) (MAXEC) 
,
presure(12)(MAXREC) ;
MATFile *fp;
Matr *11 *b;
Sep 23 09:15 1993
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...main
1* rcoun is the nur of samles in each eleation * 1
rcount = 90*25;
count=O; 1* blok numer * 1
samps = 12;
1* toffset for daa set #1
toffset = (dluble) (3.0+7.0124.0+38.01(24.0*60.0));
* 1
1* toffset for daa set #2 * 1
toffset = 0.0;
fptf(stderr,
''\\i\i TATIETALE BINARY TO MATLA BINARY CONVRSION 5fl7193\i\i");
fptf(stde,"toffset: %f PGAI: %f\",toffset,PGAI);
fptf(stde,"VOFFSET: %d VGAI: %g\i",VOFFSET,VGAI;
If (argc != 2) ( fptf(stderr,
''\USAGE: tt2at fienae root\\i");
exit( 1); -
)
If (strlen(argv(1)) ~ 35) ( fptf(stder.
"Root name of fie must be c: 36 characte.\i");
exit(l );
)
sprtf(fue namein "%s.bin" ,argv( lJ;
sprtf(fue:= nameout, "%s.mat",argv(1));
lf( (strea = fope( fue_namein "rb" )) = NULL )
(
fptf(stderr ,
exit( 0 );
''\\nE :%s: DOES NOT EXS OR CANOT BE OPEND",fie_namein);
If( (streaout = fope( file_nameout, "wb" )) = NULL )
(
fptf(stderr,
''\\nE :%s: DOES NOT EXIS OR CANOT BE OPEND",fue_nameout);
exit( 0 );
1* Read da an write to output file. Note: Diferent routin for
for differen value of "bytes". * 1
for (i=O; i c: samps ; i++)
(
ib=;
1* read 20 byte headr * 1
sta = fread( (char *) &dradO), 2, 10, stream );
If (sta != 10)
( fptf(std,
"Err readin 20 byte header in samps %d nb = %d'",count,statu);
break;
. )
comit++;
1* unack tim -~ days * 1
ir = 2;
day = dread2);
hour = dread(3);
mi = dread(4);
se = drea(5);
tùe(i) = day + hour 12.0 + (mi+sec 160) 1(24.0*60.0)+toffset;
.
.
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/* now read rest of data for this eleation * /
statu = fread( (char *) &dreadl(O), 2, 6750, streamin );
II (stats != 6750)
( fpritf(stder,
"Error reading daa block %d: nbytes read = %d\",
COWlt,StatuS);
break;
)
/* unaik * /ir=O;
whlle(ir c: 6750)
(
uqal = (double) (dreadl(ir) ~~ 8); /* lbyte uval * /
u = (double) (dreal(ir++) & OxOOff); /* lbyte uvel * /
vqual(iJ(ib) = (double) (dreadl(ir) ~~ 8); /* lbyte vval * /
v(iJ(ib) = (double) (dreadl(ir++) & OxOOff); /* lbyte vvel * /
prssur(iJ(ib+) = (double) dreal(ir++) /PAl; /* 2byte pressure * /
)
)
maxec = ib;
Ar (i=O;id2 ; i++)
for (j=O;j c: maxti++)
v(i)Ul = (VOFFSET - v(ilüD*VGAl;
fclose( strea );
/* create an dum daa to maia file * /
fp = mat(fie_naeout,"w");
a = mxCreateFull(MAXEC, 12,REAL); /* REA as opposed to COMPLEX * /
b = mxCreateFull(1,l2,REAL); /* REA as opposed to COMPLEX * /
/* vqual * /
memcp(mxGetP(a),vqual,MAXEC* 12*sizeof( double));
mxSetName(a, "vqua");
matPtMat(fp,a);/*v*/
memcp(mxGetP(a), v ,MAXREC*12*slzeof( double));
mxSetName(a,"v"); ,
mattMatx(fp,a);
/* pressure * /
memcp(mxGetP(a),presure,MAXEC* 12*slzf( double ));
mxSetame(a, "pressure");
matPtMatx(fp,a);
/* iim * /
memcp(mxGetP(b ),lie, 12*sizeof( double));
mxSetName(,"lie");
matPtMatx(fp,b );
/* fihed duing to maia file * /
matClose(fp);
mxreatx(a);
/* End of Main Lo * /
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%
% joinb - to join binat ldv matfùes with bass matfùes
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
% ijfredercks - 5 /93 jfredcksaqua.whoLedu
%
%
clear i
load .. Id1205a Izeros900
%
for seres16:35
%for series=36:51
%eval((1oad ../dI2058/d2b O',numsirseres+l)))
eval((1oad ../dI2058/d2 0" ,numsirseries))
eval((1oad d2 0' ,numsttseries))
vqual = vqual(i:2200,:);
v = v(I:2200,:);
pressure = pressme(I:2200,:)+1.0;
%
for ik=I:12
isam=(ik-l)*900 + 1;
m=is:isam+899;
eval((oass = d2b 0',numstr(seres):(m.:);1);% -
% unold negative values
n=fid(ass ;:32768);
bass(n) = bass(n) -2*32768;
%
ij = fmd(bas = 32768); % index of flagged ba data
if (length(j))
diplay('BASS FLAG DATA IN seres/eid:')
diplay((numirseres);numsirik)l)
diplay(numtrength(j)));
BASS matfùes were ascii fùes which were loaded and saved as matfùes
the processing of these data is done here ...
the bass offsets are:
A: -4.12 B: 2.39 C: 0.70 D: -2.59 (see zeros90 for exact values used)
(em Is per count)the gai factor is: (400NS 1500ounts) I 1.33 NS i(em Is)) Isqrt(2)
(0.0424 (em Is) pe count)
set ik before nmg (ik Is the elevaton id .. 1-;:12)
due to the 1.09 sed offset of the BASS commenceent 01 collection
the ldv and pressure are trcate (1:220) -;: (1:2200) (220 = 88*25)
the 10HZ BASS are intelate to 50HZ and deate ('fi') to 25 HZ
the BASS are trcate as ...... (1:2250) -;: (28:2227)
end
%
%
% subtract postcise zeros lor al 4 sensrs
% and multiply (240/4095) Isqrt(2) -;: compoents 01 E /W velocty (em lse)
vels = afact*(bass - pod);
%
% C-A -;: E /W compoent pg60 jtrwbrdge NB
% D-B -;: N IS compoent "
hor = (vels:,I) - vels(:,3)) + i*(vels(:,4) - vels(:,2));
ver = -(vels(:.I)+vels(:,2)+vels(:,3)+vels(:,4));
% conver to 25HZ for comparson with LDV /pessme
ubas = intereal(hor),5);
ubas = decirateubas,2:fi');
%
vbas = inteirag(hor).5);
vbass deirate(vbas,2,'fi');
Jun 15 15:55 1993
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%clear i .
wne(:,ik) = ubass(28:2227) + i*vbass(28:2227);
%
vert = inierpvert,5);
ver = deimate(vert,2:fil);
w(:,ik) = ver(28:2227);
end
eval(('save ..lbasldv/d2 O',numstr(seres): tie pressure vqual v wne w1)
eval(('clear d2b_ O' ,mun2str(series)J
en
.
.
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% to plot U1e joined DUCK data for reprt
%
% jfredrieks(gwhoi.edu 5 f)3
%
for series = seresl:series2
sn = sees-series 1 +1;
disp(seres)
eval(noad d2 O'.nwn2sir(seres)l
pm(:.sn)=ean(pressure)' ;
ps(:,sn)=std(presSure) ';
%
wnew=wne;
degrees=-5.4;
rota '
wne = wnew.*U1eta
nbm(:,sn)=mean(imag(wne)) ';
nbs(:,sn)=std(imag(wne)) ';
ebm(:,sn)=mean(real( wne)) ';
ebs(:,sn)=std(real(wne)) ';
%vbm(:,sn)=ean(w)';
%vbs(:.sn)=std(w)';
%
for ic=I:12
nn = fid(vqual(:,ie) =-128);
ng(ie,s)=lengU1(mi) f2200;
vmean = mea(v(nnie));
vm(ic.sn)=vmea;
vs(ie,sn)=std(v(nnie ));
end
% check correlaton 01 top-Idv WiU1 bass (NS)
nnfid(vqual(:.6)' =- 128);
vbass6 = imag(wne(:,6));
nbm(l.sn)=ean(vbass6(mi));
nbsnn(l,sn)=td(vbass6(nn) );
vbas12 = imag(wne(:.12));
ek=plyfit(vbass6(nn),v(nn6),I);
slopel.sn) = ek(I);
intcl,sn) = ek(2);
mse(l,sn) = mea(((v(nn6)-vm( 6,sn)Hvbass6(nÍ)-nbm(l,sn)))."2);
nn=fi(vqual(:.12) =- 128);
nbm(2,sn)=mean(vbass 12(mi));
nbs(2,sn)=std(vbasI2(mi));
ek2-plyft(vbassI2(nn).v(nn12),I);
mse(2,n) = mea(((v(nn12)-vm(12,sn)Hvbas 12(nn)-nbm(2,sn))). -2);
slope2,sn) = ek2(I);
intc2,sn) = ek2(2);
%
%
t(:,sn) = tie';
%
end
%
%
snl=seesl;
sn2eres2;
eval(('save SS',numstrseresl): pm ps nbm nbsnn nbm nbs ebm ebs ng mse slope intcp vm vs t snl sn1)
snl=l;
sn2seres2-seresl +1;
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% spen - to
%
%
%% (See
compute the mea of the spetral densities from S 1 to S2
by estiatg the surface spctral density from Pressure
then, using known senor heightS, estiate the
velocity spctral denity
Section 5 of Nearhore Data Report (WHOI Tech 93:NN)
% load seres of DUCK processed mes and compute the Spetral Density
% load zers90;d21 NN;d2b NN before rug powers
% jjfredercks - 6193 jfredrieksaqua.whoLedu
% modied to tae spen to 5Hz
M=I;
N = 2200;
dT = 1 (l;
dF = 1 1(N*dT);
f=(O:(N /2)-1) 1(N*dT);
f=Ï;
nf = fi(f (;= 5);
% length of tie-eries
%tie inteal In tie domai (fied for 10Hz sampling)
% frequeny interal in frequecy domai
% frequency vecto with 20Hz samplig 0.055 to 1.0 Hz
wsq = (2*pi.*f):2;
wsq(I)=.OOI; % radan frequeny
% for freqenies 2 190 to 90 190;
prft = zeros((N 12),1);
prftV = zeros((N 12),1);
HS = 1.26
HB = 0.21;
HOFSET = 0.0;
G = 9.81;
% Heigh of pressure ser
% Height of BASS sensr
% pressure offset to bng water colum to 6 mete
% gravitationa force (m Isee"2)
khin=-9;
khax=9.0;
kh=khO.Ol :kax;
kh = kh';
whg = log(exp(k). *ta(exp()));
length(whg)
tal = (whg kh);
clear kh whg
%
for seres = seresl:series2
eval((10ad d2 _ O',nwn2str(seres))
for ik=I:12
% for eah elevation create a 10Hz pressue tie sees
% proc duck bass velocity to get u Iv velocities (em Isee)
p25 = pressure(:,ik); % remove th mean
dip('mean pressue')
mp=ean(p25)
ht = mp+HS+HOFSET; % height of wat colum (p(m) + ht intrent)
whg = log(wsq.*ht 19.8);
lk = tablel(tabl,whg);
kh = exp(lk);
K = kh!ht;
di(nwnstr(seres ),nwnsirik)))
dip('PRESSUR ')
var = (std(p25))."2 % compute the varance
B-13
specdenI.m
..
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prfft = fft(p25-mp);
pS=prfft. *conj(prfft) /N*dT;
varcheck = 2*sum(pS(I:N 12))*dF
pS = pS(I:N 12);
pX = (cosh(k):2)./(cosh(K*HS):2); % height of intrent (Z - H)
pXS = pS. *pX; % now I have Surace Spetral Density frm pressure
% NOW convert tls back to Ùle Spetral Deity of Velocity at .31m
% to diectly compare Ùle two at 21 em above bottom
pV = ((pXS.*(cosh(K*HB).A2))./(sin(k)."2)).*wsq;
% compute Ùle Fourer Series
% compute Ùle Spetal Density
% check computation
% compute spetral density & surace displaCement spetra from crss-shelf
% rotae BASS toward across-shelf orientation
degree = - 10.0;
rotate
wne = wne. *Ùleta
west=I.0*rea(wne(:,ik));
vm = mea(west);
% compute the varce (*100 1m)
dip('WT BASS')
var = ((std(west)). !100).A2
prft = fft((west-vm). !1(0);
pSU=pft. *conj(prft) /N*dT;
varcheck = 2*su(pSU(I:N 12))*dF
pSU = pSU(1:N 12);
% compute Ùle Fourer Series
% compute the Speta Denity
% check computaton
% now for alng-shore
vm = mea(imag(wne(:,ik)));
% compute the varance (*I00 1m)
disp('NORTHERLY BASS')
var = ((std(imag(wne(:,ik)))). 11(0).A2
prft = fft((imag(wne(:,ik))-vr). 11(0);
pSV=pft. *conj(prft) /N*dT;
varcheck = 2*sum(pSV(1:N 12))*dF
pSV = pSV(1:N /2;
pXSV = (pSU+pSV);
% compute the Fourer Seres
% compute the Speta Deity
% check computaon
prft = prft+pV;
prftV = prSV+pXSV;
M=M+l;
eDd
% sum In preparation for averaging (pressure)
% sum In preparation for averaging (velocity)
eDd
%
%
M=M-l
pM = prtS. 1M;
pMV = prtSV.IM;
%
%
erors logI0((1+1.96 Isqrt(M)) /(1-1.96 Isqrt(M)))
%
% complete averaging for Pressure
% complete averaging for U+V
.
.
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% to plot ile joined DUCK data ror report
%
% jfrednckswhoi.edu 5 f)
%
% join th senes into a long one aDd to plot its histogram
% lookig at ile BASS(all) BASS(nn) aDd LDV(nn) (NS only)
% modfied to rotate ile BASS 5 degrees westward or Nort(mag)% appar to be ile onentation of LDV
%
%
vbas6=(J;
iibas6=(J;
vbas12=O;
ubas12=O;
%
vbn6=O;
Idvnn6=(J;
vbn12=O;
Idvnn12=(J;
O5ta=(J;
O5tart12=O;
% O5ta = sta or data for eah senes bas /ldv(nn6)
% O5ta = sta or data for ~ sees bass /ldv(nn12)
t6=(J;
t12=(J;
t6al=O;
tl2al=O;
O5t12 = 1;
O5t6 = 1;
for sees = seres1:series2
m = series-senesl +1;
dIsees)
eval((1oad d2 _ O',numir(seres))
% compute tie seres
gettie
t6al=( t6al;tses( :,6));
t12al=( t12a;tsenes(: ,12));
degree = -5.4;
rota
wnew=wne. *thta;
vb=img(wnew(:,6));
vb=vb-mean(vb);
vbass6 = (vbass6;vb);
ub = real(wnw(:,6));
ub=ub-mea(ub);
ubas6=(ubas6;ub);
nn = fid(vqual(:,6) :=128);
O5ta(05ta;nt6);
vb=ìmag(wnew(nn6));
vb:b-mean(vb);
vbn6=(vbn6;vb);
O5t6=nt6lengil(nn);
vl=v(nn6)-eanv(nn6));
Idvnn6=(ldvm6;v i);
t6 = (t6;tseres(nn6));
ub = rea(wnew(:,12));
ub=ubmean(ub);
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ubas12=(ubass 12;ub);
vb=imag(wnew(:, 12));
vb=vb-mean(vb);
vbass12 = (vbass12;vb);
nn = fid(vqual(:,12) ::=128);
nstat12=(nsta12;nstl2);
vb=imag(wnew(nn12)); % remove the mean or only those samples!!!
vb=vb-mean(vb);
vbn12=(vbn12;vb);
nst12=t12+length(nn);
vl=v(im12)-mean(v(nn 12));
Idvn12=(ldvn12;vl);
t12 = (t12;tsrles(nn6));
end
clg
plot(vbn6,ldvn6, '. ')
hold
plot(vbn12,ldvn12, '.')
XT=sprtf('D2_0%2d-O%2d (with mea removed)',serles1,seres2);
title()
xlabel('NS-BASS (cmsn
ylabel('NS-LDV (cm/sn
ck=lyfit(vbn6,ldv6,1)
cooef(vbn6,ldvn6)
ck=plyfit(vbn12,ldvn12,1 )
COcoef(vbn12,ldv12)
pause
ax((-50 50 -50 50))
axCsquae')
sn1=seres1;
sn2seres2;
nstop6-nta6(2:length(nsta6))-1 ;
nstop6(1ength(nstat6)) = length(ldvn6);
nstop12=ta12(2:length(nstatl2))-1 ;
nstop12(length(nsta12)) = length(ldvn12);
..
eval((save JR',numstrserlesl): vbas6 ubas6 vbass12 ubass12 vbn6 vbn12 Idvnn6 Idvn12 nstart6 nsta12 nstop6 nstop12
sn1=1;
sn2eres2-seres1 +1;
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% pfit4 - queries users to digitize and 'fiter' sections of a lie where real data is slUounded by noise
% jjfredericks janet(mukteo.whoi.edu 4/93
%
%
% the setions
%
%
%
%
%
xl = i;
x2 = i;
xlook = 200;
%
istop = 1;
ista = 1;
%
while (x2 ~ 2250)
are picked interactively using a viewport;
then, the section lits are picke
left button selects the limts
right button exits loop
middle buttn shows mium procssed setion
%plot EW-LDV. al points (NAN where invald data)
figue(l)
subplot(211)
plot(ldv:. );
hold on
aXis = axis;
plot(ristop;isto ),r aXs(3 );aXis( 4)), '0;
hold off
di'Select zom range)
fic xl) = checkbutton(ldvtouch);II (ic) brea
end
(ic x2) = chekbutton(ldvtouch);
If (ic) break
end
x2 = fi(mai((xl;x2J);
xl "= fi(mln((xl;x2));
II (x2 :; 2250) x2 = 2250;
end
II (xl ~ 1) xl = 1;
end
If (ista = 1)
isto = xl;
ista = 0;
end
figue(2)
hold off
plot(xl:x2,ldv(xl:x2):.) %plot the selecte viewp
hold on
ist = xl;
isto = x2;
If (isto ~ x2 & istop :; xl)
figue(2)
plot((istop;istop),(aX(3);aXis( 4)), '0
end
Idvtouch(ist:istop) = ldvtouch(ist:istop)+ 1;
figur(1 )
subplot(211)
plot(ldv:.) %replot all data with limts
hold on
plot((ist;iSt),(aX(3);aXis( 4)), '0
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plot((istop;istop ),( aXis(3 );aXis( 4)). ' l)
pause(1 )
hold off
ldvtemp = ldv(ist:istop);
figur(2)
% hand-dgitize cure
(nj ldvj) = ginput;if(nj(1) .: 1) nj(1) 1;
end
if (nj(1engil(nj)) :; 2250) nj(lengil(nj)) = 2250;
end
% get rid or duplicate x
nn = ruid(dif(nj) = 0);
if (m)
nj(nn) = (J;
ldvj(nn) = 0;
end
% make .£ure x Is In ascendig order
(ns iord) = sort(nj);
ldvfit = inteil(ns,ldvj(iord),ist:istop, 'spline');
plot(ist:isto,ldvfit, '-. ');
pause(l)
% accept ony points +- lcm Is frm ile fit thugh digitize points
dldv = abs(dvtemp - ldvfit);
nft = fi dldv .: 1);
ldvew = NaN*ones(lengil(ist:istop ),1);
ldvew(nft) = ldvtep(nft);
ldv(ist:istop) = ldvnew;
figue(2)
hold off
plot(ist:istop,ldvn(ist:isto),' 0' ,ist:istop,ldv(ist:istop), '. ')
pause(1)
figue(l)
subplot (212)
plot(1dvn'. ')
title(numtr(ist))
end
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% batch to recver some data points wluch may not pass spetral theshold
% procedure Is to fist find points wluch meet the test crtera for signal
% level and sptr valdaton; then using these, fit a polynoßUal and check
% If there are other 'data points In the mtervenig places wluch are with
% some small range of the valid points, nft=# ofpints fit In norder polyn.
% yogi(gzelda.nwra.com
%
% use% y=mpomt(seg_ da)
fuction y=axpomt(seg_ data)
y=seg_ data
nft=3;
norde2;
hold off
iv=fid(seg_ data(:,1 )::127);
v =seg_data(iv,2);
mea v=mean(v);
std v~td(v);
vm=mea v+3*std v;
vmi=mea -v-3*std -v;
iv=fid(seg'=data(:,1); 127 & seg_ daia:,2)::vmi & seg_ data(:,2)-max);
% now do nmg fit, tr v fist, us 10 points
..
% I iu=length(iu);
Uv=length(iv);% us nft points for a polynßUal fit
% fit do th v velocty then v
looped=Uv l(nft-l);
for i=I:looped-l
1s*(nft-l)-l;
ie=Is+2;
x=(iv(Is):iv(ie));
% Is and ie are mdices of raw data
V=plyfit(iv(ls:ie),seg_ data(iv(ls:ie),2),norder);
pC(x)=lyval(V,x);
for j=iv(Is):iv(ie)
diff=seg_ data(j,2)-fG);
If abs( diff=8
seg_ da(j,l)=O;
els
seg_ data(j,I)=256;
end
end
end
ngoofid(seg_ data(:,I)::127);
%clg
%subplot(2,I,1 )
% plot(seg_daia:,2):.1
%hold on
% plot(iv,seg_data(iv,2):+ml
%subplot(2,1,2)
% plot(seg_ data(:,2), '.1
%hold on
% plot(ngooseg_ dangoo2), 'obl
% plot(iv,seg_da(iv,2): +ml
y=ngood;
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APPENDIX Ce
UTILITIES
These utilties are not included in the report. But, they are available and useful
in viewing the archived files, as referenced in Section 7.
C-l. gettime.m - convert the instats of tie Ctie': 1x12) representig the begi-
nig of each 88 seconds to a series of ties Ctseries':220012).
C-2. settaxss.m - relabels the time axes to human readable labels afer plottg an 88
second record. E.g.,
plot(tseries(nn,12),v(nn, 12), '. ');
senaiss( tseries(nn( 1), 12),Mode);
where mode=l, if anotations of year, month, day, hour, miute of begiing of axs is
desired; or, mode=O, if no anotation is desired, only ticks; or mode=2, if only anota-
tion of mi:sec is desired. used in plottg statistical or joined data fies.
C-3. settash.m - same as settss (C-2); but axis is in the 8-hour format
C-4. settaxisl.m - same as senaiss (C-2); but, aXs is in the 20-hour formt.
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